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Abstract—As smart home technologies continue to be deployed
in research and real world environments, there continues to be
a need for quality visualization of the smart home data. This
data come from a variety of sensor sources, artificial intelligence
algorithms and human feedback. Building tools that are easily
configured, rapidly developed and capable of communicating with
both real time and historical data is ever challenging.
This work introduces PyViz, a smart home focused middleware
interactive interface. PyViz is the result of several years of
testing and development in a large smart home research project.
During its development, issues of configuration, ease of use and
adaptability have been addressed. The demonstration of this tool
hopes to enlighten the audience about the facets of user interfaces,
network agents and smart home complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advent of modern smart home technologies, the
ever increasing complexity of the data available makes it
difficult for humans to understand the current workings of
the systems around them. These new smart homes have been
developed to support green technologies, medical applications
and aging in place methods, among others. The wide variety
and volume of data produced by the sensor platforms need
to be made available in a format that the human users
of the system may consume and understand to bring these
technologies to their full potential.
To accomplish this, a large number of rendering and visualization tools have been built. These tools have ranged
from simple 2D renderings of the system state [1], statistical
histories of single sensors [2], [3] to complex 3D renderings
of the full smart home space [4]. All of the visualizers created
for smart home applications have benefits and limitations
depending upon their goals, but constructing a simple and
adaptable tool for rendering smart homes and their sensors
requires a good balance of programming tools, data formats
and graphical rendering.
During the evolution of the Center for Advanced Studies in
Adaptive Systems (CASAS) at Washington State University
smart home research project [5], a suite of visualizers have
been developed and evaluated. These have ranged from statistical mappings of the sensor state to complex 3D models.
Of the tools constructed, PyViz has been found to have
the most capable balance of features and adaptability. This
visualizer leverages the Python programming language and

standards-based configuration formations to provide a featurerich, rapidly deployable method of viewing the smart home
system in real-time (Fig. 1) as well as provide access to
historical trends (Fig. 2).
Since its inception, having a platform that lends itself to
rapid development has allowed PyViz to be a keystone of the
CASAS smart home research. It is now used during all stages
of smart home deployment, including planning, installation,
live operation and historical assessment. Part of its flexibility
has been its ability to draw from multiple data sources,
including the CASAS Lightweight Middleware (CLM) [6],
SQL databases and local files. Additionally, as new artificial
intelligence algorithms are developed to model the smart
home, such as Activities of Daily Living detection [7], resident
tracking [8] or behavior modeling [9], [10], the current state of
those models can quickly be rendered to the PyViz interface.
Having such a versatile tool available has been invaluable
to the continued research and deployment of smart home
technologies.
II. D EMONSTRATION
The proposed demonstration of this tool is intended to
highlight and contrast the capabilities of the PyViz tool by
addressing:
• Who benefits from visualization of these smart home
environments.
• What aspects of the smart home data are most important
to the researchers and residents.
• When a visualizer can make a serious difference in a
research project.
• Where these tools need to be deployed, during both the
research phases of a smart home and for residents to be
shown the results of these systems in their homes.
• Why visualization is important instead of just statistics
or logged output.
• How the CASAS project proceeded to design and evaluate these tools for their needs.
The goal is to give the attendees a strong sense of how
combining physical sensors in complex environments with the
right software makes a difference to their project results. Smart
homes are a diverse fusion of sensors, artificial intelligence
algorithms, computation, environmental controls and people.

Fig. 3: Graphically rendered SVG configuration file for our
site with codename “Kyoto”.

Fig. 1: The PyViz tool rendering a smart home installation in
an office space, codename “Tokyo”.

Fig. 2: PyViz graphing historical numeric data from the
CASAS smart home enabled apartment.

This demonstration should show why making good selections
in standards, interfaces and middleware assists in the development of these systems.
A. Demonstrated Application
The primary application demonstrated is PyViz, a smart
home focused data visualizer. The presentation will go through
the various stages of using the tool, from building a smart
home configuration file in a Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
format [11], to watching a sample environment live, to reviewing historical data and finally the integration of other artificial
intelligence tools, such as a resident tracker. This range of
features will be set in to full scale smart home environments,
(shown in Fig. 1 and 3) as well as a small live sensor platform.
The ability for PyViz to interact with the CASAS middle-

ware as an agent in real time will be discussed. Additionally,
connecting to a SQL database or using text files as data sources
will be introduced. These features are essential for a user
interface to be deployable both for live viewing and historical
analysis of the smart home behavior.
Lastly, the benefits and negatives of using an interpreted
language such as Python will be included. This language
provides rapid prototyping and ease of design, but introduced
limitations when dealing with large volumes of historical data.
An example of the benefits of using such a language will be
shown in the form of adding a means to visualize a new form
of data coming through the middleware. In this case, it will be
the inclusion of output from an AI modeler that is tracking the
residents as they move about the smart home. This new feature
was included quickly, giving the researchers rapid feedback
about the capabilities of their new algorithm.
B. Sample Hardware
This demonstration will utilize a set of sample sensors integrated onto a demonstration sensor board. A
SheevaPlugTM small form factor computer will operate as the
center of the simple smart home system. Our presentation
laptop and the server will connect to an attached Ethernet
router for network communication. Attendees will be able to
interact with the sensors (motion detectors, miniature doors,
temperature, light, shake sensors, etc.) and see their interactions visualized in real time, or change the configuration file
and see how the changes effect PyViz.
C. Demonstration Steps
Creating a new site configuration: The first step of our
demonstration shows the benefits of using a standardized tool
for configuring a new site. We will go through the steps
of creating a simple site configuration for our sensor demo
board. After configuring an adequate number of sensors the
presentation will proceed to the next step in the demonstration.

Visualizing live data: We will load the completed site
configuration for our sensor demo board into PyViz and
connect to the CLM communicating with our sensor demo
board. This will allow us to render our interaction with the
sensors in real time before the audience.
Visualizing historical data: Now that we have shown PyViz
rendering live data from the CLM, it is time to demonstrate
some of the other features a specialized visualizer can provide
A local data file from the CASAS archives will be loaded
into PyViz to show some of the features you can use when
playing back data, including historical trends. Connecting to
and pulling from our archival database would be impossible as
it is limited to local network connections with authentication
in our lab for security reasons, so we will just mention this
feature.
Adaptability for additional smart home uses: In the final
portion of our demonstration a video of PyViz rendering live
data from our lab will be shown. It will show additional
information from one of our smart home modeling algorithms
attempting to track individuals moving through the space. This
demonstrates just one of the many possibilities of information
visualization that can be accomplished with the rapid and
adaptable prototyping we can accomplish with PyViz.
III. T ECHNICAL R EQUIREMENTS
This demonstration will require the use of a projector with
a VGA connection, and 2 3-prong wall outlets to power our
laptop and portable smart home equipment.
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